SPAM PROTECTION: PRODUCT BRIEF

Spam Protection
Cloud-based spam filtering with remarkable accuracy

Our cloud-based anti-spam service encompasses every aspect of spam related issues - false
positives, malware in emails, lost emails, no tracking availability and low accuracy. Our service uses
intelligent algorithms to constantly update and maintain rule based systems for tremendous
accuracy in identifying spam and taking necessary action. We use popular virus scanners coupled
with our own detection systems to give you total protection from viruses and malware in the email.
The best part about our service is almost zero false positives - so rest assured, your important
emails will pass straight through.
Instant Deployment
Setting up our Anti-spam cloud system is very simple. The entire
process usually takes less than 5 minutes to get set up! In fact, you
don’t even have to tell Blockdos what email addresses on your domain
are valid. During your testing phase, Blockdos anti-spam will autolearn what email addresses on your domain are valid.
Almost zero false positives
A “false positive” is when a good email is blocked by a spam filter.
While other spam filters use automated systems to “auto-learn” spam,
a process that is prone to errors, Blockdos's rules are carefully
engineered to ensure that only real spam is blocked.
Total Virus Protection
Like other spam filtering solutions, we use popular virus scanners to
help block viruses. These scanners do catch some viruses, but we
have added our own detection systems that watch for patterns and
automatically block new viruses hours before commercial virus
scanners have been updated.
Tremendous Accuracy
Unlike other spam filtering systems that rely on fancy algorithms that
spammers can easily defeat, our Anti-spam's rule based system
features tens of thousands of rules that are constantly updated and
maintained by our live support team and automated bots 24/7.

Business Benefits
 Save time by rapid
deployment of Anti-Spam
cloud
 Reduce costs through our
unlimited emails package
 Never lose an email
through our automatic mail
spooling
 Access to your message
log through our 30 day
tracking

Technical Benefits
 Very high accuracy
through our constantly
rule-based system
 More security through our
built-in virus detection
system
 Nearly Zero false positives
through carefully
engineered rulesets
 Quarantine viewer is builtin making sure no good
email is ever lost
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Free Mail Spooling & Message Logs
If your mail server goes down, our service will automatically hold your clean messages until your mail server
is back online. Mail is automatically held for up to 30 days. On top of this, we also provide 30 days of delivery
logs for each clean message so that if a message goes missing, you can easily track it down.
Very reliable cloud based anti-spam
Our geographically diverse cloud based filtering runs on dedicated hardware. Or, to explain it without the
cliche terminology, every customer domain is assigned to redundant servers in multiple geographical
locations to ensure reliable email delivery.

BlockDoS is a leading Canadian organization, established in 2005 as the most Secured Dedicated Hosting and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
Mitigation Service provider. We guarantee 99.9% uptime SLA on Enterprise Protection solution. Once your website is secured by BlockDoS, all the traffic
will be routed through our global network of high-powered servers that inspect all incoming traffic, keeping hackers out while accelerating your traffic.
BlockDoS delivers state of the art IT security solutions and excellence in business performance by ensuring a high level of security of the IT services;
delivering a cost effective and sustained level of security that is aligned with needs of our clients; and developing and maintaining high levels of
confidentiality, integrity and availability.
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